OPAS-G2 vaccination module

A fast and efficient way to ensure your workforce is protected and compliant

Supports your KPIs by streamlining your employees’ vaccination processes

To help take better care of your teams, occupational health can create a COVID-19 surveillance programme. Our vaccination module instantly helps you review compliance across your organisation. From the initial email sent to employees along with a questionnaire to complete, the module lets you manage compliance and all future processes.

Reduce administration
The OPAS-G2 vaccination module automatically updates your employee’s vaccination/immunisation status and tracks their next steps, including booster reminders.

Employees can self-book appointments for vaccinations into relevant clinics minimising administration for your team and reducing do not attend rates. Automated emails and text messages inform and remind appointment details to further reducing your administration.

Easy to complete questionnaire
The online questionnaire feeds data straight into OPAS-G2.

Example: First question. Have you received a COVID-19 vaccination?

Answer: No. Message requests they contact their nearest vaccination centre and book an appointment.

Answer: Yes. Employee completes the questionnaire and attaches evidence of vaccination. Submit form.

Easily gather consent
When employees have completed the questionnaire on their smartphone, tablet, laptop or desktop they attach vaccination status evidence and provide consent.

Holistic view of risk
Real-time dashboards provide insights which can be made available to HR and Managers. The information can help support employee recovery and strengthen compliance also highlighting due vaccinations.

Key benefits:

• A single, secure location for all your data
• Increase accessibility to the Occupational Health team for all employees
• Streamline data collection and analysis across multiple units or locations
• Make faster, more informed decisions
• Features to manage personal health data and restrict data access to protect privacy
• Suitable for all vaccinations and immunisations for example: Flu, COVID-19, Hep B etc.